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ABSTRACT
As part of any incremental and iterative development, release planning is the process of assigning features to upcoming
releases (or iterations) such that the overall product evolution is optimized. Analytical product release planning refers to the
application of analytical methods in this process, thereby utilizing the diversity of data available from internal and external
sources of information. In this chapter, information needs for release planning are outlined and a taxonomy of release planning
problems is given. The paradigm of Open Innovation is introduced as a new way to elicit and get access to relevant data related to
product objectives, features and their dependencies, customers and changing priorities, as well as product values and market
trends. Analytical Open Innovation (AOI) is the integration of Open Innovation with (a portfolio of) analytical methods which
could be used in different problems of semi-wicked nature such as planning and design. This chapter studies the usage of AOI in
the context of release planning (RP). The respective approach called AOI@RP is taking advantage of gathering and generating
data and relating data into well-defined aspects of the problem and combining analytical methods to address the solution. The
usage of AOI is studied in more detail for two of the concrete release planning problems given in the taxonomy: (i) Release
planning in the presence of advanced feature dependencies and synergies detected from morphological analysis, (ii) Continuous
what-to-release planning in consideration of ongoing trial feature evaluation. An illustrative case study is used as the proof of
concept to the proposed solution methodology.
Keywords: Release planning, open innovation, data analytics, decision support, case study.

1. Introduction and motivation
Release planning is a decision-centric problem with comprehensive information and knowledge needs. A
release is a major (new or upgraded) version of an evolving product characterized by a collection of (new,
corrected or modified) features. Good release planning is a mandatory part of incremental and iterative
software development. Release decisions address the questions about the functionality (what?), time
(when?) and quality (how good?) of offering product releases. All types of release decisions are part of
software product management, the discipline of governing a software product from its inception to the
market until it is closed down [1].
Adaptive software development [2] as well as other domain of product development is increasingly
affected by ongoing changes in business conditions. It also raises the need to adapt related decisionmaking processes. The formerly reactive mode of operation needs to be replaced by real-time or pro-active
decisions based on highly up to date and comprehensive information. Big data analytics offers the
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principal pathway to make pro-active decisions. Information about changing customer and stakeholder
product preferences and demands, knowledge about possible feature synergies in terms of added value or
reduced effort estimation, as well as the possibility of performing pro-active product evaluation will
increase the likelihood of developing the “right” product. A product manager can get additional
information about product performance and mine industry trends and investigate on customer needs for
achieving actionable insight.
The paradigm of Open Innovations is emphasizing on the range of opportunities available to get access to
distributed knowledge and information. Open innovation integrates internal and external ideas and paths to
market at the same level of importance [3] and merges distributed talent, knowledge and ideas into
innovation processes [4]. Analytical Open Innovation (AOI) approach is designed in this context in order
to make use of more knowledge containers for comprehensive decision making and to address wickedness
of the problem under study. We define AOI as being the integration of Open Innovation with (a portfolio
of) analytical methods. AOI is positioned as a response to existing challenges of mining software
repositories in software engineering. Some the challenges are listed as follow:


Mainly tame (well defined) problems are considered. However, many software engineering planning
and design problems incorporate some form of wickedness [5-7].



Primarily, internal knowledge and repositories are used for the mining process. However, knowledge is
available and retrievable from a broader range of information sources [5, 6].



Often, a “closed world” and quantitative type of analysis is considered. However, problems need
qualitative analysis as well as human expertise [8, 9].



Mining software repositories (MSR) efforts, are mainly intended to support developers and increasingly
project managers, but the role of a product manager is largely ignored so far [7, 10, 11].

Current release planning methods are largely based on a “Closed Innovation”, with information,
knowledge and stakeholders introduced (just) being largely static and pre-defined. Main deficits of current
release planning techniques are related to their inability to handle the large amounts of data related to the
ongoing change that is happening in the underlying development and business processes. In this chapter (i)
we propose the analytical Open Innovation (AOI) also (ii) we discuss the application of AOI to the area of
release planning decision support and will call this AOI@RP.
In this book chapter, a taxonomy of (data-intensive) release planning problems is given in Section x.2
Therein, special emphasis is on the content and impact of data analytics in all these problems. Information
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needs for software release planning are studied in Section x.3. Data analytics techniques, as part of open
innovation, are discussed in more detail in Section x.4. The techniques are applied for an illustrative case
study presented in Section x.5. Finally, an outlook is presented on future research in Section x.6.
2. Taxonomy of Data-intensive Release Planning Problems
There is a wide range of decision problems that altogether are subsumed under the term “Release
planning”. In what follows, seven classes of release planning problems are described.
2.1 What-to-release Planning
As part of any incremental and iterative software development, the question which new features should be
offered in upcoming releases is of key importance for product success. From an existing pool of features,
the selection and schedule decisions are highly information intensive. To decide about the features, and
assign them to one of the upcoming releases, one requires a good understanding of the features, their
market value, their mutual dependencies and synergies, their effort to get them implemented and the
market needs and trends to select the most appropriate feature for enhancing or updating the existing
product. The main difficulty of the problem is that a large portion of the requested information is
continuously changing.
2.2 Theme-based Release Planning
The question of what constitutes a good release (content) is hard to answer. The formulation given in
Section x.4.2.1 assumes that the total value of a release is the sum of the value of the individual features,
implemented and offered in this release. However, this is likely just an approximation of the truth. Some
features are highly dependent and would have higher value when they are released along with a specific
set of features.
A theme is meta-functionality of a product release, integrating a number of individual features under a
joint umbrella. It can be thought of as an abstraction, i.e., a group of features that are inter-related to each
other in a way that they depict a context and can be viewed as a single entity from a higher level [12, 13].
Theme based release planning not only considers the value of individual features, but also utilizes synergy
effects between semantically related features. Detection and formulation of dependencies are supported by
performing cross consistency assessment (CCA) as discussed in Section X.4.2.2. Pairwise consistency
assessment between features shows the explicit dependencies and synergies, as well as hidden
dependencies and synergies between features.
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2.3 When-to-release Problem
When-to-release decisions are trade-off decisions by their nature. The product manager needs to balance
the possible gain (expressed by the value function) against the potential risks of delivering (too) early.
This risk here is essentially related to quality and customer acceptance. Although it is difficult to express
formally, our assumption is that the risk is higher if the earlier the release date is chosen.
Various factors are relevant for deciding about when-to-release. The notion of release readiness
incorporates a variety of factors related to requirements, coding and testing. Port et al. [14] illustrated the
value of knowing RR in project success with aid of an explorative study at NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL). RR facilitates confident release decisions along with proactive addressing of problems
related to releases. A list of frequently used release attributes and factor is given in Table x.2
Table 1. List of release readiness attributes and related metrics
Attributes (Ci)
Satisfaction of feature
completion
Satisfaction of features
implemented
Satisfaction of build/continuous
integration trends
Satisfaction of implementation
effort
Satisfaction of defect finding
Satisfaction of defect fixing
Satisfaction of change
completion
Satisfaction of pull request
completion

RR Metrics (Mi)
Feature Completion Rate
(FCR)
Features Implemented (FI)
Build Success Rate (BSR)
Code Churn Rate ( addition
and deletion per day) (CCR)
Defect Find Rate (DFR)
Bug Fixing Rate (BFR)
Change completion Rate (CR)
Pull-request Completion Rate
(PCR)

2.4 Release Planning in Consideration of Quality
The traditional view of release planning favors delivery of pieces of functionality (called features or
requirements, depending on the granularity) in a best possible way. For a feature to become part of a
product release it needs to be implemented and thus, it consumes resources. The core question at this point
is how to utilize the resources in the best possible way to provide the best combination of pieces of
functionality. However, what is completely lacking in this view is the quality aspect of the resulting
release product(s).
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Figure 1. Total implementation effort of a feature in dependence of the target quality level

Depending on the granularity of the planning, the specific effort attributed to higher target levels of quality
can be feature related and/or related to the whole product release (as a form of cross-cutting concern). The
relation between quality and effort is demonstrated in Figure 1. With this formulation given, the problem
is no longer just finding a plan to implement the most comprehensive and attractive set of features.
Instead, the problem now becomes a trade-off analysis where the balance is between providing the most
comprehensive and attractive functionality in dependence of varying levels of target quality. A prototype
tool for supporting release planning of quality requirements and its initial industrial evaluation has been
presented by Svensson et al. [15]. As part of the underlying planning method called QUPER [16], the tool
helps to reach an alignment between practitioners, e.g., product managers and developers, of what level of
quality is actually needed [12].
2.5 Operational Release Planning
Once a strategic release plan is confirmed, the question becomes how to realize this plan. At this stage,
planning gets more detailed, taking into account the existing pool of developers, their skills, as well as the
order of tasks needed to implement the features. The problem; called Operational Release Planning; is to
assign developers in the best possible way to the tasks constituting the features. It includes scheduling of
tasks in consideration of possible technological constraints. Typically, the time horizon for operational
planning is just before the upcoming release (or iteration).
For the staffing problem, each feature is considered as the result of performing a sequence of tasks. All
objectives and constraints of the staffing problem(s) are formulated in terms of features and their related
tasks. The solution method to the staffing problem considers the characteristics of the individual tasks and
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makes suggestions about the allocation of developers to the tasks and the order in which they should be
performed. Among the tasks related to the same feature, there might be different types of dependencies.
Another conceptual component looks into requested competences for performing the tasks [12].
Project scheduling as part of software project management was studied, for example, by Alba and Chicano
[17]. In order to decide which resources are used to perform which tasks and when each task should be
performed, the authors suggested applying genetic algorithms (GA’s).
2.6 Release Planning in Consideration of Technical Debt
The metaphor of technical debt [18] refers to the actual versus ideal status of an evolving software system.
Analogously to financial debt, different types of opportunistic development shortcuts and related
temporary advantages (debt) are accepted in terms of the systems design, coding, testing and
documentation. In organizations, it is very common to strategically put off fixing a (non-critical) issue in
order to implement new features as proposed by the release planning process.
It is a challenge for organizations to manage and track technical debt [19]. Accumulated debts, without
appropriate refactoring, could threaten the maintainability of the products, and hinder future development
due to unpredictable and poorly designed architecture. Mining data can help in understanding the amount
and potentially the root causes of the technical debt and what can be done about that principle (refactoring,
redesign, etc.). Technical debt needs to be measured and tracked since the requirements gathering stage.
Software design and requirements engineering need to identify the right, meaningful things to measure,
such as the number of assumptions you make, the number of postponed functionality, the decision of
technology platforms and etc. A wrong requirement is already a debt on future development as the team
will need to redesign or rebuild already made items to fit into requirements.
2.7 Release Planning for Multiple Products
Instead of looking into the planning of just one product, often a suite of related products is considered.
This increases not only the functionality, but also allows better customization, providing the customer with
options to select the most appropriate products of the suite. As the development of a product suite
typically follows the same paradigm of incremental and evolutionary development, the problem of release
planning for one product is generalized that way to a problem with multiple products. At this point, the
product can be either software or hardware related or a mixture of both.
The higher complexity of planning for a product suite instead of just a single product results from the
demand that the individual products of the suite should be offered synchronously. If this is not the case, a
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substantial part of the overall inherent value expected from offering a product suite is jeopardized, and/or
the release of the suite needs to be delayed until the last part in the chain is finished as well.
Planning for release of product lines is another emerging topic. Schubanz et al. [20] proposed a conceptual
model and corresponding tool support to plan and manage the systematic evolution of software-intensive
systems. Their approach allows providing support for in time, continuous planning over long periods of
time and many releases.
3. Information Needs for Software Release Planning
The paradigm of Open Innovation is aimed to make better knowledge and information to qualify products
decision-making. Information needs in software development and management was studied by Buse and
Zimmermann [5]. In this chapter, we discuss expected information needs in the context of release
planning. The evaluation is based on a combination of literature research and practical experience [21-26].
In order to utilize Open Innovation techniques in the context of release planning the information needs are
investigated in this section.
3.1 Features
Wiegers [18] has defined a product feature as a set of logically related requirements that provide a
capability to the user and enable the satisfaction of business objectives. For the actual description of
features, different types of information need to be collected in a feature repository. As an example for a
description scheme, we present the structure suggested in adaptation of the scheme suggested by Regnell
and Brinkkemper [27]. While all information is of strong relevance for release decisions to be made, the
information is hard to retrieve and to maintain. The situation gets even worse from the degree of change
inherent in the information.
Table 2. Feature characterization scheme (based upon [27] )

Attribute

Value

State

Candidate / approved / specified / discarded / planned
/ developed / verified / released

ID

Unique identity

Submitter

Who issued it?

Company

Submitter’s company

Domain

Functional domain

Description

Short textual description

Contract

Link to sales contract enforcing requirement
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Attribute

Value

Priorities

Prioritization for different criteria by different
stakeholders on a nine point scale

Motivation

Rational: Why it is important?

Line of business

Market segment for which feature is important

Specification

Link to use cases, textual specification

Dependencies

Precedence, coupling or other dependencies between
features

Resource
estimation

Estimated effort per defined resource type

Risk

Projected risks of implementation and market
penetration

Schedule

Release for which it is planned for

Design

Link to design documents

Test

Link to test documents

Novelty

Novelty of the features when compared to competitors

Release version

Official release name

3.2 Feature value
The question of what constitutes the value of a feature is difficult to answer. Value definition is context
specific and user specific. The feature value is time-dependent, as the value might change under changing
market or business conditions. Furthermore, the individual value of a feature is not additive towards the
overall release value. Offering certain features in conjunction, e.g., related to themes (see Section 2.2),
will provide synergies that are important to be taken into account [13].
A comprehensive value-map is suggested by Khurum et al. [28]. Utilizing knowledge from state-of-the-art
in software engineering, business, management, and economics, and gathered through extensive literature
reviews as well as working with professionals in industry, the authors studied a broad range of value
constructs and classified them belong to customer, internal business, financial, as well as innovation and
learning perspective. The authors also performed some industrial evaluation of the proposed taxonomy.
They report a fundamental impact within Ericsson, attributed to the creation and use of the software value
map, indicated by the shift from cost-based discussions and reasoning, to value-based decision support.
3.3 Feature dependencies
From

analyzing

industrial

software

product

release

planning

projects

in

the

domain

of

telecommunications, Carlshamre et al. [29] observed that features are often dependent on each other. For
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the projects and the domain analyzed, the percentage of features being dependent in one way or the other
was as high as 80%.
There is a variety of dependencies which points into different meanings of the term “dependency”. We
distinguish between dependencies in the following categories based on Dahlstedt and Persson [30]:


Implementation space (two features are “close” in their implementation and should be treated together),



Feature effort space (two features are impacting each other in their implementation effort if provided in
the same release),



Feature value space (two features are impacting each other in their value if provided in the same
release), and



Feature usage space (two features are only useful for the customer if provided in the same release).

Elicitation of dependencies is a form of knowledge elicitation and inherently difficult. Potentially, there
are a large number of dependencies. Knowing at least the most critical ones will increase the chances to
generate meaningful plans. Similarly, ignoring them will create plans lacking to fulfill required conditions
between features [31].
3.4 Stakeholders
Stakeholders can play very different roles for the definition of the product planned for. They can be related
to the design and/or development of the product, they can have a financial interest by the sale or purchase
of the product, they can be responsible for the introduction and maintenance of the product, or they can
have an interest in the use of the product. All of them are relevant, and their opinions are often
contradictory. One of the challenges of product release planning is to determine a well-balanced product
plan which addresses the most relevant concerns.
Sharp et al. in [32] presented an approach of constructive guidance on how to actually find “the right set”
of stakeholders. As a first (baseline) approach, four groups of stakeholders are summarized:
 Users and customers,
 Developers,
 Legislators (such as professional bodies, trade unions, legal representatives, safety executives or quality
assurance auditors), and
 Decision-makers (such as the CEO or shareholders).
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Once the baseline stakeholders are established, the authors suggest a five-step procedure to add further
stakeholders to one of the four established groups. With regard to get access to stakeholder opinion, this
can originate from anywhere in the organization, or can be systemized and structured through personas.
3.5 Stakeholder opinions and priorities
Stakeholder opinions and priorities are of key relevance to the plan and design of product releases. The
process refers to the determination of priorities for the features under consideration for the next release(s).
With the range of different segments, stakeholder opinions need to be clustered. Sample segmentation can
be done based on criteria such as
 Demographic — gender, age, race, ethnicity
 Psychographic — personality, values, attitudes, interests, lifestyles
 Behavioral — product purchase patterns and usage, brand affinity
 Geographic — location-specific by city, state, region, or country
The process of attracting stakeholder priorities is complex and reliable information is hard to get.
However, without this information, product development becomes very risky. Gorschek et al. found that
too often critical stakeholders are overlooked and priorities are given in an ad hoc fashion [33].
More recently, discussion forums and user groups have been used to get access to stakeholder opinions
[34]. This way, partial automation of information retrieval is possible. Social network analysis is another
direction to improve the requirements prioritization process. Fitsilis et al. [35] applied meta-networks
where basic entities are combined for prioritizing requirements. They analyzed the required
collaboration/knowledge within the requirements and analysis project team (including clients, managers,
analysts, developers etc.) in order to efficiently/effectively prioritize the requirements through the
identification of the proper requirements prioritization technique.
3.6 Release readiness
Release readiness is a composite attribute intended to describe the degree of readiness to ship a product
release. It comprises different aspects of the processes needed to implement a software product. Key
dimensions of release readiness are:
 Implementation of functionality
 Testing
 Source code quality
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 Documentation
Monitoring all these dimensions with specific metrics is mandatory to further create predictive models for
release readiness or analyzing the current status of it. An analytical method for evaluating release
readiness is presented in [36].
3.7 Market trends
In proactive software development the analysis of customer needs is of importance and in principle the
development process is different from bespoke ones [37]. A target market or target audience is the market
segment which a particular product is marketed to it. It is often defined by age, gender and/or socioeconomic grouping. Market targeting is the process in which intended actual markets are defined,
analyzed and evaluated just before making the final decision to enter a market [38].
Information about current needs, competitors in these markets and even more so about future trends is of
pivotal importance to decide about a future product release.
3.8 Resource consumptions and constraints
Development and testing of new features and their proper integration into the existing product consumes
effort and includes different type of human resources. Planning without investigating the resource
constraints is risky, as the resulting plans are likely to fail. However, effort prediction is known to be very
difficult and impacted by many factors. Different methods are applicable for providing estimates [39].
Most of these methods incorporate some form of learning based on information available from former
projects. In addition, often these methods are hybrid in the sense that they combine formal techniques with
the judgment and expertise of human domain experts. In all cases, no reliable estimates can be expected
without proper and up-to-date information related to factors supposed to influence effort estimates (e.g.,
product size, complexity, development processes, tools used, organization, productivity factors) [18].
3.9 Synthesis of Results
In this section, we gave an informal definition of seven classes of release planning problems, with special
emphasis on their data and information needs. Using literature research and our practical experience [1],
[21-26], we have applied information needs described in Section x.3 and provided an evaluation of the
needs for the different types of release planning problems. The results are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 3. Information needs for different types of release planning problem

When to release
Consideration of quality requirements
Operational release planning
Consideration of technical debt
Multiple products

×
×
×

×
×

×

×

×
×
×
×

×
×

×

×
×

×
×
×

Resource
consumptions and
constraints

Market trends

×
×
×
×

Release readiness

×
×
×
×
×

Stakeholder
opinion and
priorities

Stakeholder

Theme based

×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Feature value

What to release

Feature
dependencies

Type of release planning problem

Features

Information needs

×
×
×
×
×

×
×

4. The Paradigm of Analytical Open Innovation
Open innovation integrates internal and external ideas and paths to market at the same level of importance
[3], and merges distributed talent, knowledge and ideas into innovation processes [4]. Analytical Open
Innovation (AOI) is defined as the integration of Open Innovation with (a portfolio of) analytical methods.
Its main goal is to make use of both internal and external knowledge containers for comprehensive
decision making and to address wickedness of the problem under study [40]. Data analytics is the use of
advanced analytical techniques against very large diverse data sets that include different types such as
structured/unstructured and streaming/batch [41]. AOI subsumes all the methods, tools and techniques to
extract operational knowledge and insight from existing data sets.
AOI includes a great variety of methods and techniques, such as text and data mining, reasoning and
machine learning, clustering, optimization and simulation, as well as all forms of predictive models. For
the approach described in this chapter, we discuss the effect of analytical techniques for leveraging release
decisions in Section x.4.1. We focus on the application and integration of two analytical techniques
describes in Section x.4.2. The methodology is then illustrated in Section x.5.
4.1 The AOI@RP Platform
The AOI@RP platform is intended to support the application of AOI for different classes of release
planning problems. Its main architecture is shown in Figure 2. The AOI@RP platform consists of three
layers. Each of them is explained in more detail in the subsequent subsections.
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Figure 2. Proposed AOI platform
4.1.1 Open Innovation System

This system is designed to satisfy data needs presented in Section x.3. Data gathering and generation is
covered by following the open innovation approach and crowdsourcing is selected with the aim of direct
user involvement. Crowdsourcing platform provides the crowd for answering questions; facilitate
controlling and verifying their works and task distribution. For now Amazon Mechanical Turk [42] service
as a micro-task market is employed. In addition, this platform in collaboration with Very Best Choice™
maintains contact with the crowd. In order to manage collaboration between systems feedback
management and representation alongside with in house collaboration with crowd, the Very Best Choice™
(VBC light) software is used. VBC light is a lightweight decision support system designed to facilitate
proper priority decisions [43]. Text mining platform is used along with other platforms to enable
automatic understanding of crowd’s response in order to generate meaningful data.
4.1.2 Release Planning DSS

This layer is presented as the release planning DSS in Figure 2. The different dimensions of release
planning problem is presented in Section x.2. ReleasePlanner™ provides a proven [12, 22, 44]
functionality to facilitate voting and prioritization as well as generating optimized plans although the
ReleasePlanner™ was designed to work in close innovation context, the underlying model of that
platform needs to be adapted to the needs of handling more comprehensive data from different sources.
The Presentation & collaboration component represents process outcomes to the organization and
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stakeholders. It is also responsible to initiate the work of other platforms. The Optimization component is
responsible for computation of optimized and diversified alternative release plans based on specialized
integer programming and the special structure of the problem. The Analysis & decision component defines
alternative features and plans with their resource consumption and the degree of stakeholder excitement.
4.1.3 Data Analytics System

This layer comprises of several analytical techniques leading to solve the problem of semi wickedness of
the release planning by meaningfully analyzing the wide variety of gathered and generated data. Some of
these techniques were described in Section x.4.2. This platform is aligned with employed techniques and
consists of modules which are adapted with three technology pillars employed in successful analytics
platform [45]. Several silos of data are delivered as input to the data analytics platform. This data may
have variety of sources such as former projects, expert’s opinions, or similar projects. This layer is
interpreting and structuring the data. The large-scale computing module is evaluating large sets of
generated data as well as detecting inconsistencies in the data. The analysis component provides the
results of analysis on solution space.
4.2 Analytical Techniques
With the different types of data retrieved from the various sources of information, the follow-up question
is how to analyze them and create new insight. While there is a broad range of existing techniques
available, there are a few of them that have been successfully used in the context of release planning. In
what follows, we describe two of these techniques. In addition, we present the analytical dimension of the
technique called morphological analysis and describe its usage in the context of (release planning)
problem structuring.
4.2.1 Identification of Customer Segments from Applying Clustering [46]
A density-based clustering algorithm is used for identifying segments of customers having similar
preference structures for product features. We consider a set of L customers represented by C = {c(1),
c(2), …, c(L)}. A given set of M features represented by F = {feature(1), feature(2), …, feature(M)} is
studied for their (complete) implementation in an evolving software system.
Definition. Cluster configuration is a partition of the set C into Q subsets. A cluster configuration is
represented as CC(i) = {cc(i,1), …., cc(i,Q)} where cc(i,j) is the j-th cluster of customers in the i-th cluster
configuration such that ⋃

…

(, )=

and cc(i,j1) ∩ cc(i,j2) = ∅ for all pairs of j1 and j2.

Multiple cluster configurations can be generated by changing input parameters to the clustering algorithm.
In Figure 8, the cluster configuration CC(1) partitions the customers into two clusters cc(1,1) and cc(1,2).
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Definition. For a given cluster configuration CC(i), a product variant p(i,j) is defined as the subset of the
set of features F offered to the cluster of customers cc(i,j) where (1 ≤ j ≤ Q).
In this way, a company could offer one product variant per cluster of customers for all the cluster
configurations.
Definition. Product portfolio is a set of product variants corresponding to a given cluster configuration.
CC(i) corresponds to a product portfolio PP(i) = {p(i,1), …., p(i,Q)} such that ⋃
p(i,j1) ∩ p(i,j2) ≠ ∅ for all pairs of j1 and j2.

…

(, )=

and

For example, the product portfolio PP(1) shown in Figure 3 contains two product variants corresponding
to the two clusters in CC(1). The product variants differ in their feature sets but have feature(4) in
common.

Figure 3. A cluster configuration and corresponding feature clusters

Following, we describe the assumptions for customer’s clustering:
1. The number of clusters is not pre-defined as clustering is preformed based on preferences.
2. The customers represent organizations with different market shares and seeing different level of
value in each product.
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3. Having similar preferences for features of the product defines the cohesiveness of the clusters. Each
member of a cluster should be within the maximum distance (predefined) of at least one other
member of the same cluster.
4. Clusters are none overlapping, meaning that clusters should be at some distance from each other.
DBSCAN as a density-based spatial clustering algorithm for applications with noise [47] meets the first
condition since it does not require the number of clusters as an input parameter. It also meets the third
condition listed above through the neighborhood distance parameter. Fourth condition is also fulfilled
since DBSCAN forms clusters with any arbitrary shape and they are separated by areas of low density
(noise). However, DBSCAN treats all the customers as equally important. DBSCAN algorithm is used for
identification of clusters of customers since it meets most of the conditions listed above.
Once we plan for product release, each segment of customers becomes a data point in the data set. Each
data point is represented by a vector containing M values, where M1 is the number of features planned for
the next release.
The major advantage of using DBSCAN is that clusters are formed only if there is sufficient level of
cohesion amongst the data points in groups of customers representing unique market segments. Each
market segment is mapped to a tentative product variant containing the features highly desired by
customers.
4.2.2 Morphological Analysis
Morphological Analysis (MA) is a method for identifying, structuring and investigating the total set of
possible relationships contained in a given multidimensional problem complex. MA allows small groups
of subject specialists to define, link, and internally evaluate the parameters of complex problem spaces,
creating a solution space and a flexible inference model [48] [49]. MA has been applied successfully in
strategic planning and decision support in various domains such as governance of technological
development and modelling the Bioethics of drug redevelopment which were reported more
comprehensively by Ritchey [48].
MA provides an "if-then" laboratory within which drivers, and certain conditions can be assumed and
range of associated solutions found, in order to test various inputs against possible outputs [50]. Generally,
MA is intended to broaden the space of alternatives by systematic search for combination of attributes and
systematically narrow them down through the results. The result of MA is called a morphological field.
Morphological fields describe the total problem complex. MA consists of the following steps [50]:
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Analysis phase
1. Extracting dimensions, parameters or variables, which define the essential nature of the problem
complex or scenario.
2. Define a range of relevant, discrete values or conditions, for each variable.
Synthesize phase
3. Assess the internal consistency of all pairs of variable conditions
4. Synthesize an internally consistent outcome space.
5. Iterate the process if necessary.
In what follows, we provide the key concept and notation from MA which is needed to understand the rest
of the paper.
Definition. A morphological field is a field of constructed dimensions or parameters which is the basis for
a morphological model. This will shows by F(n,l) as
F(n,l) ∈ FEATURES | for all n , l where n ∈ {f| F is feature} refers to the functionality of the features, and l

∈ {L| L is level of functionality for M} indicates the level of functionality implemented.

Definition. Cross Consistency Assessment (CCA) pertains to the process by which the parameter values
V(n,l) ∈ VALUE (or parameter conditions) in the morphological field are compared with each another. This
process is intended reducing the total problem space to a smaller (internally consistent) solution spaces.

For diving deeper into the problem and examining internal relationships between field parameters [48],
Cross Consistency Assessment (CCA) analysis is performed. This analysis acts as “garbage detector” and
takes contradictory value pairs out of the solution space. Several types of relation between elements are
detected. The data is extracted in two different stages firstly, utilizing stakeholder’s expertise and secondly
by using idea coming from the crowd. The result of CCA are the V(n,l) values inside the (symmetric)
CCA matrix. The different values (illustrated and classified in Figure 4) are defined as follows:
 Logical relation in the forms of contradictions or dependency based on the nature of involved
concepts,
 Empirical constraints in the forms of contradictions or dependency, which is not probable based on
experience,
 Normative constraints in the forms of contradictions or dependency which is accepted as a contextual
norm,
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 Incomparable relation indicates for the type of relations that will not lead into any meaningful
comparison as there is a difference in nature of the elements and,
 Synergetic relation indicates the cost or effort impact of implementing one feature on the other feature.

Figure 4. Hierarchy of relations in detected in Morphological Analysis

CCA analysis is providing a way to examine a set of parameters representing one context (i.e., decision
criteria), against another set which represents another context (i.e., features) and is providing a tool for
presenting one modelling context set as input and another set as output. There are different and conflicting
criteria influencing release decisions [51]. At this step, by defining a solution set as an input, the probable
output solutions on the other side are studied.
In the following, we summarize the usage of MA related to these sub-problems.
Definition of planning criteria: Providing and maintaining close relation with the market in order to first
understand the needs and second, audit the response of the market to the offers by utilizing open
innovation approach followed by MA (sub-problems 2 to 4).
Definition of utility function: Defining utility function based on important criteria of decision making in
the context of project criteria and then assessing the utility of having set of the extracted criteria (subproblem 1) supported by open innovation platform followed by MA.
Elicitation and structuring of dependencies: Detection and formulation of dependencies are supported
by performing CCA. Pairwise consistency assessment between features shows the explicit dependencies
and synergies, as well as hidden dependencies and synergies between features.
Feature prioritization: Prioritization of features towards given set of criteria.
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Objectives of plan evaluation: Defining resource and quality as objectives of plan evaluation, helps in
evaluating plans toward these considerations.
Table 4. Applications of MA for release planning
#

Sub-problem

MA Application

Extracted Data

1

Planning Criteria

Criteria modeling & assessment

Decision making criteria for selecting features

2

Features elicitation

Feature model & assessment

Influential features on choosing a product

3

Feature dependency and synergy elicitation

Cross Consistency Assessment

Dependencies and synergies between features

4

Prioritization of features

Feature-criteria relational model
& assessment

Prioritization of features towards a set of
consistent criteria

5

Plan evaluation

Object modeling & assessment

Objectives of plan evaluation

5. Analytical Release Planning – A Case Study
This section demonstrates the usage and customization of the AOI approach. While applicable for all the
classes of release planning problems discussed in Section x.2, in what follows, we describe the application
of AOI for two of them in more detail. Before that, we present the context and the content of the case
study.
5.1 OTT Case Study – The Context and Content
The case study is in the context of deciding for a real over the top TV (OTT) features offered by a service
provider. Over the top TV is referred to the media provided over the internet apart from operator
infrastructure to distribute the content and putting the responsibility of media transportation on ISP side
[52, 53].
Company X has a new OTT product with various features which were initially extracted from market
expectations and by doing research on similar products in other markets. The stakeholders estimate the
cost of implementing each feature. The company aims to extract sets of services for each quarter of the
year, ensuring the best income and largest set of customer. To do so, they gather customer’s willingness to
pay for each feature from current customers (via customer management system (CMS) surveys) and
potential customers (via crowdsourcing). The utility for the company is to achieve maximum income
while maintaining their market share. In order to perform crowdsourcing, the HIT submitted to Amazon
Mechanical Turk was targeting 100 workers. Also some context specific validation is done on this 100
individuals including metrics to indicate the truth worthiness of their answers (these metrics are defined by
AMT and include ones such as expertise of worker, worker’s score, number of rejected tasks …) 10 out of
these 100 were not validated due to these issues (this is shown as a step in Figure 5).
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5.2 Formalization of the Problem
The problem studied as part of the case study is a variant of the What-to-release problem including
advance feature dependencies as outlined in Sub-section x.2.1. In what follows, we give a more detailed
formal description of the problem. For that, we consider a set of features called FEATURE. F(n,l) ∈
FEATURE presents a specific feature in which n is the feature number and l is the functionality level.

These features are planned over K release where k = 1…n, and each release has a release weight ∈
{1,…,9}.

A release plan is the assignment of features F(n,l) ∈ FEATURES at functionality level l to one of the
upcoming releases (or deciding to postpone the feature):
x(n,l)=:

k if F(n, l) is offered at relase k
0
otherwise

(1)

Each feature to be provided causes certain amount of (fixed) cost abbreviated by F_cost(n,l).
From the stakeholders’ perspective each F(n,l) ∈ FEATURE has a cost of implementation, the weighted
average of stakeholders’ prediction (and considering the person’s importance) is used in the model:
_

( , )=

∑

…

∑

…

( , , )×

( )

( )

(2)

Assuming capacities budget(k) for the different time periods k (e.g., quarters of a year), the budget
constraint related to release k is formulated as:

,: ( ,)

_

( , )× ( , )≤

( )

(3)

Also, feature dependency constraints need to be considered for release decision making. The detailed
constraints are presented in Appendix 1. Next, we define the objectives of planning. For each F(n,l) ∈
FEATURE we assume that we have information about the willingness to pay (defined as a monthly fee)

from two groups of customers: (i) current customers of the company and (ii) potential new customers. The
median of the data collected is used in order to make the data less affected by skewed and outlier data.
_

( , )=

(

( , ))

(4)
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Problem. For a set of candidate features FEATURE (which includes different types of features and their
related functionality level), the problem is to:
(i) Find a subset of features named feat* ⊆ FEATURES which is of maximum overall utility and
(ii) Assign all F(n,l) ∈ feat* to a release where the feature will be offered.

The utility function is as follows:
Utility = ∑

,: ( ,)

ℎ ( ( , )) × _

Utility → Max!

( , )×

ℎ _

( ( , ))

(5)

5.3 The Case Study Process
The detailed case study process is described in Figure 5. The process consists of 16 steps, utilizing the
different parts of the AOI platform are described in Section x.4.3.

Figure 5. Process steps performed in the case study

Steps 1, 2, and 3 are initializing the project by defining the decision making criteria, inviting stakeholders
and defining the special crowd needs, respectively. In our case, the crowd was constituted from
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individuals living in North America. In order to extract features and desirable levels of functionality (Step
4), Task 1 and Task 2 were submitted to the crowd:
Task 1: What are the features you are looking for in an OTT service?
Task 2: Which level of quality (degree of functionalities) do you expect from OTT services?
Amazon Mechanical Turk [42] is used as a micro-task market to establish the collaboration with the
crowd. In order to manage collaboration between systems Very Best Choice [43] is used as the lightweight
decision support system. This system is designed to facilitate proper priority decision making based on
comprehensive stakeholder involvement. In this case, two groups of stakeholders, namely technical and
managerial experts, are involved. Tasks 1 and 2 were assigned to 90 participants. The extracted features
and their rankings are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Features extracted from crowdsourcing and their ranking.
The top ten most attractive (dark) ones were selected for the case study

Context specific validation and applying qualification type, such as “degree of experience based on
acceptance rate of the worker at the Amazon Mechanical Turk” is applied in Step 7. The top ten claimed
features are used to describe the case study. The features and their related levels of functionality are
defined as below:
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F(Online video game,l1)| l1 ∈ {Paid, Free}

F(VOIP,l2)| l2 ∈ {Yes, No}
F(Social network,l3)| l3 ∈ {Rate, Comment, FB integration, twitter integration}
F(Video on demand,l4)| l4 ∈ {Yes, No}
F(Parental control,l5)| l5 ∈ {Basic, Advanced, Premium}

F(Content search,l6)| l6 ∈ {Basic, Advanced, Premium}
F(File sharing,l7)| l7 ∈ {Limited, Limited Chargeable, Unlimited}
F(Pay-per-view,l8)| l8 ∈ {Yes, No}

F(Internet and data,l9)| l9 ∈ {Limited, Limited Chargeable, Unlimited}
F(Multiscreen,l10)| l10 ∈ {Basic, Advanced, Premium}

For ease of notation, we have used F1, F2 ... F10 (Sequentially in the above list) for expressing all selected
features including their different levels of functionality. Step 8 is designed to extract features and their
related functionality levels. Extracting features and defining the content of a morphological box is an
attempt to further structure the release planning problem space.
5.4 Release planning in the presence of advanced feature dependencies and synergies
Step 9 in this case study process, is designed to detect service dependencies and inconsistencies as well as
extracting cost and value synergies. All these relation between features are taken as an input for the
subsequent release optimization process. In addition to inconsistency analysis, cost and value synergy
relationships between features’ functionality levels offered in conjunction are taken as input for
optimizing release plans. Some examples are presented below:
Example: x(parental control, Basic) NAND x(Online video games, Paid) means that x(parental control,
Basic) = 0 ∥ x(Online video games, Paid) = 0

Example: F(Multi-Screen, Premium) becomes 30% less expensive if offered no earlier than F(MultiScreen, Basic).
Example: The sum value of {F(Online Video Gaming, Premium), F(Parental Control, Premium)} is
increased by 25% if these items are all offered in the same release.
The values extracted during the process of assessment are applied in Figure 7 and further analyzed to
extract the inconsistencies. Without performing CCA, the proposed feature implementations would violate
these constraints and thus creating customer and user concerns.
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Figure 7. CCA analysis of top 10 features and their functionalities via Crowdsourcing

The estimation process is initiated for an agreed upon criterion (willingness to pay). Each feature and the
different levels of functionality are evaluated on a nine-point scale ranging from “extremely low” to
“extremely high” (corresponding to Step 12 in Figure 5.)
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Figure 8. Optimized and diversified release plans in fulfilment of all types of dependencies and utilizing synergies

In addition, customers are requested to articulate their willingness to pay for each functionality level of
features. In Step 13 of the process, data from the two separate customer groups are gathered, and potential
customers’ ideas are investigated via crowdsourcing while the data from current users are extracted from
customer service surveys of the company. A task was submitted to crowd in order to indicate their
willingness to pay. For each functionality level, 50 participants completed the task via crowdsourcing,
indicating the potential customer’s willingness. Also the willingness to pay is investigated among the
current customers via customer service surveys. Having all the data needed, in Step 15, ReleasePlanner is
generating the alternative plans shown in Figure 8. Each column represents a plan alternative, and each
row corresponds to a feature. The table entries of Figure 8 describe that the respective feature is offered in
Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 or that it is postponed (Q5).
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Figure 9. Comparison of the structure between optimized release plans (a) with and (b) without synergies. The placements of dotes
on horizontal lines, are showing the release quarter for each feature (Q1 to Q5)

Ignoring cost and value synergies ignores potential resource savings and additional value creation
opportunities. Figure 9 shows the structural changes of release plans while we consider synergies between
features. As it is shown in Figure 9, considering synergies will affect the planning results. Besides, they
not only change the offered feature but they also affect the release value presented as the stakeholder’s
satisfaction; the value improvement is more than 10% in the discussed case.
5.5 Real-time what-to-release planning
Incrementally building and deploying products, relying on deep customer insight and real-time feedback is
expected to create products with a higher customer hit rate and faster development. The process for
achieving these goals needs to be based upon continuously up-to-date and most relevant information and
deep and comprehensive data analytics to utilize business and market patterns, trends and predictions.
Short feedback cycles need to be performed, with the goal of evaluating the attractiveness of features and
their combination. After each quarter of the year, with one set of features implemented, we created
synthetic data for both customer groups to simulate real-time changes of customer value and priorities.
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Figure 10. Initial plan (first column) and evolution of plans over the time considering re-evaluation of feature values. The structural
changes of features within plans are summarized in the most right column

The individual and collective value of features is hard to predict. The value depends on a number of
factors which themselves are dynamically changing (e.g., competition, market trends, user acceptance). As
trend of planning is shown in Figure 10, the features’ values are changed during time based on
stakeholders’ point of view. In Figure 10, the structural changes of features in release plans are shown in
the most right column. One circle shows that, the feature was released in the first cycle and one line
demonstrates that the release plan has not changed over time for a specific feature
Figure 11 summarizes the changes caused by updated feature cost estimates and value predictions for the
case that re-planning is conducted at the beginning of each quarter. Accommodating the most recent
project information increases the validity and value creation capability of the generated release plans.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the initial plan with implemented plan after considering three re-planning loops. The placements of dotes
on horizontal lines compare the release quarter for each feature being issued (initial plan versus plan after three revisions)

Figure 12. The increase of release value based on total number of stakeholder feature points by re-planning. The linear forecast of the
value is shown for each level.

Re-planning adds significant value to the release plans and completely changes the structure of plans. The
change of value during the four quarters of our planning is shown in Figure 12. In this figure, Plan 1
shows the values of all four releases at the initial point of planning. Plan 2 is calculated after implementing
the first release plan and when the priorities and capacities were updated and re-planning conducted. The
same process was applied for Plan 3 and Plan 4 at the end of implementing Q2 and Q3. This is mainly
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derived by the need to refine market needs to address uncertainty in the customers’ needs and detecting
the market trends.
5.6 Re-planning based on crowd clustering
The cases studied in Sections 5.3, Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 were presented by gathering the preferences
of two different customer groups and utilizing the median of the preferences to eliminate the skewed and
outlier data. The intention of AOI is to gather and maintain the various types of relations and satisfy
different groups of potential and current customers.

Figure 13. (a) Result of clustering of 50 individuals with three different epsilons (b) Clustering results with ε=10 (c) Clustering results
with ε = 11

Based on the approach presented in Section x.4.2.1, we cluster individuals inside the crowd with different
neighborhood distance (Epsilon). By choosing epsilon as 10, the individuals inside the crowd are clustered
into 6 categories. By choosing neighborhood distance as 11, clustering resulted in 2 categories. In order to
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investigate the effect of clustering on product planning, the impact of re-planning is shown by comparing
the results of planning based on 2 versus 6 clusters (the clusters are shown in Figure 13).

Figure 14. Comparison of planning without clustering and by considering 6 clusters created from the crowd. The placements of bold
points on horizontal lines showing the release quarter for each feature. The degree of optimality for five alternative release plans are
compared as well (below)

The results of re-planning based on clusters are compared in Figure 14 and Figure 15. In Figure 14 we
used the 6 clusters defined in Figure 13, and we re-planning for releases. The results show significant
difference in structure and value and slightly better degree of optimization. In Figure 15, we re-planned for
releases considering two clusters we presented in Figure 13. For confidentiality reasons the detailed data
of current customers are not available and the clustering is done only base on the potential customer
groups.
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5.7 Conclusions and discussion of results
The case study is done in the domain of a real industrial project for over the top TV (OTT) product and its
related features. This case is mainly derived by the crowdsourcing technique and morphological analysis
(see Section 4.2.2) among analytical metrics. During planning the stakeholders are involved for defining
the problem constraint with the focus on cost estimation while two groups of users (i) current users (ii)
potential users are involved in stating their willingness to pay for features in the crowdsourcing process.
The purpose of the case study is primarily to serve as a proof-of-concept. The results are considered
preliminary and no claims on external validity can be made yet.

Figure 15. Comparison of planning without clustering and by considering two clusters

As the non-trivial part of the release planning problem, the extraction and consideration of feature
dependencies and synergies are highly desirable. This is supported in the AOI process the effect of
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synergy and dependency detection were investigated and the results showed a significant improvement in
both release value (in terms of stakeholder’s feature points) and the structure of the release plan.
Based on the existing real-world data, additional synthetic data was used to perform re-planning before
each release (quarter of the year). This re-planning process not only changed the structure of the plan but
also demonstrated the likely improvement in terms of the release value of the release as shown in Figure
12.
The crowdsourced data has wide variety and needs precise analysis to consider the exceptional group of
customers as well as majority trend toward product needs. The clustering approach introduced in Section
x.4.2.1 is applied to the crowdsourced data and the significant improvement in plan value were observed 1.
The relation and synergy between features are extracted with stakeholder participation and crowdsourcing,
although the process of information extraction were done manually and thus may have human errors,
though text mining support would be further investigated.
6. Summary and Future Research
Open innovation is seeking for significant value by looking beyond organizational boundaries and
extending the scope of research and development limits to include outside institutions. The AOI approach
is looking for variety of data containers to achieve the insight full and precise needs of the markets. The
AOI domains of data gathering techniques are shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Open innovation related concepts - AOI use of open innovation is positioned with yellow texture

Crowdsourcing is taking advantage of web technologies and social media with the ability to actively
involve users and control the community to achieve organizational tasks. This can be conceptualize as a
1

The crowd sourced data used in this case study is available on http://ucalgary.ca/mnayebi/files/mnayebi/dataset-book-chapter.pdf
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type of sourcing model which is the intersection of outsourcing and sophisticated web technologies [54].
Crowdsourcing also seen as the “small scale outsourcing” [55]. Outsourcing is a mean of contracting
internal business needs or functions to outside business providers [56] which are closely connected with
an institution. Open source with the spirit of peer production does not have a clear boundary between
problem ‘solvers’ and solution ‘seekers’ also there is not a clear hierarchical structure of ownership and
control [4].
Analytics under the premise of diversity of data implies the need for diversity and combination of
analytical techniques. In this chapter, we have outlined an approach that is intended to support this
process. Analytical Open Innovation is designed as an extendable framework combining the strengths of
various individual methods and techniques. Combined with the idea of using broader range of internal and
external knowledge containers, the AOI framework is intended to overcome current limitations of (big)
data analytics
In this chapter, we have described the idea of AOI and have applied it to the problem of (analytical)
product release planning. The concrete implementation called AOI@RP comprises analytical techniques
used in the different stages of the release planning process. Although still in its infancy, the AOI@RP
approach and its related techniques show promising results [31, 57]. From the illustrative case study, we
have demonstrated that the main contributions of the AOI@RP approach are towards:


Structuring the problem: By detecting problem dimensions.



Defining solution space: By detecting and maintaining probable ranges of solutions and relations.



Prediction and estimation of planning attributes by exploring the historical data for extracting features
and predicting the value.



From an enlarged and improved input for data and information of planning, we have a better chance to
address the right problem. From applying advance optimization techniques, we are able to include all
types of dependencies between features as well as cost and value synergies.

As outlined by Menzies [58], we are currently in the era of decision systems and leading into the
discussion systems which needs to satisfy four layers of social reasoning namely do (prediction and
decision), say (summarization, plan and describe), reflect (Trade-offs, envelopes, diagnosis, monitoring),
share and scale. Our AOI platform not only supports the decision systems but also is aligned with these
dimensions. Morphological analysis discussed in Section x.4.2.2 provides a unique opportunity to
maintain the relationships between well-defined dimensions of the problem and to reduce the threat of
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wickedness in the nature of planning problem although the approach needs to be further investigated. In
particular, we are planning and suggesting future research in the following four main directions:
(i) Mining inter organizational repositories will provide context specific data which helps in solving
planning aspects by analogy. Previous work on automating feature analysis from distributed repositories
[59] opens new way to utilize the available data on internet. Mining open forums to gather software
related information would be a next step to be integrated into AOI@RP.
(ii) The new data analytics approach should be able to handle the dynamically changing data and to adjust
the target of data analytics and find satisfactory solutions to the problem. Furthermore in order to create
real time value while planning, AOI needs to swiftly process the dynamic data which is changing over
time. Swarm intelligence as a collective behavior of decentralized, self-organized systems [60] studies the
collective behavior of systems composed of many individuals interacting locally with the environment and
with each other. Swarms inherently use forms of decentralized control and self-organization to achieve
their goals. Swarm intelligence has been widely applied to solve stationary and dynamical optimization
problems specifically in presence of a wide range of uncertainties [61].
Generally, there are two kinds of approaches that apply swarm intelligence as data mining techniques [62].
1- Techniques where individuals of a swarm move through a solution space and search for solution of
the data mining task. This approach is applied to optimize the data mining techniques in order to
perform effective search.
2- Swarms move data instances that are placed on a low-dimensional feature space in order to come to
a suitable clustering or low-dimensional mapping solution of the data to organize the data.
As the next step we will investigate on the applicability of different swarm optimization algorithms such
as particle swarm optimization [63], ant colony optimization (ACO) and brain storm optimization
algorithm [64] on AOI approach to make the data analysis more efficient.
(iii) Smooth integration of the different components integrated under the AOI@RP platform label. This
includes a higher degree of automation of the analysis steps to be done and the implementation of data
exchange processes
(iv) More comprehensive empirical analysis is needed for the implemented framework to demonstrate its
usefulness. AOI@RP is planned to perform continues evaluation with the intention to further qualify the
decision-making by performing scenario-playing and other form of variation of project parameters. Also,
the scalability of the whole approach needs to be investigated in terms of its effectiveness and efficiency.
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Appendix I. Feature dependency constraints
Definition. The set CFD of coupling dependencies is presented by set of coupled features [65] based on
the definition:
x(n1,l1) = x(n2,l2) for all pairs of coupled features F(n1,l1), F(n2,l2))∈ CFD

Definition. The set PFD of precedence dependencies is defined by:

x(n1,l1) ≤ x(n2,l2) for all pairs of precedence features F(n1,l1), F(n2,l2)) ∈ PFD

Certain features and their related instances are not compatible with each other and do not make sense to be
offered in conjunction. Detection of these incompatibilities is a complex problem itself, and we will later
use MA/CCA analysis to find them.
Definition. NAND indicates that:
x(n1,l1) NAND x(n2,l2) if and only if features F(n1,l1), F(n2,l2)) cannot be offered both in conjunction
Definition. The combination of different features is creating less cost than the individual feature values.
We call them the set of cost synergies FCS:
If ItemSet = {F(n1,l1), … ,F(ny,ly)} ⊆ FCS then: Sum cost of ItemSet is decreased by Factor% if none of
these items is postponed.

Similarly, from a value perspective, the combination of certain features will increase the attractiveness to
the user which is called value synergy.
Definition. The set of value synergies FVS is defined as
If ItemSet = {F(n1,l1), … ,F(ny,ly)} ⊆ FVS then: Sum value of ItemSet is increased by Factor% if none of
these items is postponed.
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